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About This Game

In Your Realm gives an old-school, challenging, RPG roguelike experience with randomized
encounters and a unique combat system.

To beat the game the player needs to plow through every weakness of their personality -
represented in the game as different bosses in their respective worlds - to finally take on

the ultimate challenge.

In Your Realm is in part a homage to classic titles such as Golden Axe, Mega Man and Zelda:
A link to the past, where focus lies on challenging and fun gameplay with

good replayability. Each of every one of the hundred of unique monsters in the game offers
their own set of attacks and behaviors. Every decent run grants the player rewards to spend

to introduce new elements and buffs in the next run.
Altogether this makes every play a different experience.

Features:

100 unique monsters.

Skill tree that evolves based on: spells found, skills aquired, attributes leveled, bosses killed and your playstyle.

Armors and weapons, displayed on the character.

Randomized labyrinth of rooms and encounters/rewards in them.
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Characteristics gained by playing in a certain manner. These give specific bonuses/penalties in alignment with that
playstyle.

Extra lives when progressing beyond the first boss (in easy and normal difficulties).

Activatable rewards after each decent run.

Diplomas recording your best stats for each difficulty, such as: rooms explored, monsters killed, block% etc.

Monsters fight back! (not mainly hack-n-slash or shoot-n-dodge gameplay)
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Title: In Your Realm
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Got Game Studio
Publisher:
Got Game Studio
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2018
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Aside from the near fatal flaws in the campaign system (eg you can attack from west of a zone, and have your ships start the
battle on the extreme east edge...) and the complete inability to set up any sort of formation for your fleets (ships are always
placed randomly), it can be fun.

  Unfortunately, if you do get a battle in a campaign that is screwed up, it can (and does) completely ruin a campaign, no matter
how long you have played. This is amplified by the fact that it auto saves after a♥♥♥♥♥♥♥up set up and the only way to
recover is to start a new camapign...

  If you don't mind this BS, then the game is fun.

  Just expect that your campaigns are a roll of the dice - you may be lucky and have no problems, or you may get screwed in any
battle. If this happens to wipe out 5 or 6 turns of campaign production, lucky you!

  Buy on sale (under $2) - its fun, but don't expect the campaign to be rewarding... (Note that I originally played before the
newer patches - and the campaign was fun. With the latest patches, it is so rewarding that I have uninstalled it...).
20个小时，让我杀那么多可爱的大宝贝儿去救那么丑的亲生就算了！结果救出来的甚至是个臭狗屎大叔！？我要报警了！我绝对不轻易咽下这口塞在嘴里的臭狗屎！不！. A stunning
little platformer that's labeled difficult and not because their hiding bad coding and bugs but because it's one of those patience
draining games that has you at your wits end, forcing you to rethink your life choice, then you decide to get up and take a few
minutes break just to calm down from that rage inducing gameplay.. After a few minutes you return hell bent on conquering set
level. That is what we have here, most platformers enjoy a difficult game whereas some might not so i do advise you to check
out some gameplay videos to make sure that you would actually enjoy this.

A few more things to note about this beauty
Three different Game modes
Campaign Mode
Arcade Mode
Multiplayer

So quite a few options to which is decent for a platformer.
The volume side of things lacked volume control so it had to manually set with the main volume control for your PC.

The level designs or arena designs in this case was done quite decently, all in all Penarium is quite the fun little platformer that is
bound to keep you busy, angry and entertained all at once.

. Retro sometimes means you need to let go of the past and move on. This games belongs in that category.. I usually prefer to
cover horror games, but seeing how I also have a love for multiplayer games and the team who made horror games like Stifled
and Lurking, I wanted to give their newest sound-based game a shot. Here's the usual gameplay insert, all that good♥♥♥♥♥♥ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkZGCDMYLe4

If this peaks your interest, I have a special 10% off code for Muffled Warfare! Just check it out here so you can save a couple
of bucks: https://gattai-games.itch.io/padremuffizzle

Enough blatherin', let's get to why I genuinely believe this game has such a high appeal to me and many others.
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This FPS requires your hearing as much as your visuals. You're practically blind, stumbling about in a dark, monotone
environment. The only guide lines you'll recieve are... well, literal guide lines represented as white sound waves. Every single
action has a reaction, each scaling in magnitude depending on the loudness of said action. Players must keep this in mind as they
hunt each other down to kill them in a classic deathmatch fashion. Currently, deathmatch is the only available mode with three
maps to chose from, but at least there are bots so you never feel alone, and you can host a server to play with your chums.
There's even a quick play feature to hop right into a match almost flawlessly, as well as a rewarding level-up system where you
don't rely on paying for a boost; you get what you get by actively playing and getting good. That's how a shooter should be
nowadays, nothin' but using skill in order to reap in the rewards with no ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t buyable pass.

With this said, people have claimed the game to become too stale and chose to refund it until it has more to it. From speaking
with the developers within a stream, I get the feeling they want to add more, and mind you, I'm typing this as it's still in early
access, so... chill people, lol. They still have a while yet before the full product is 100% done.

This game has so much potential to be a great multiplayer game, but the dev team should make sure to take the right steps in
order to do so. Between the unique sound-based combat and seamless connection, you're guaranteed a blast that'll last for a long
while. Additionally, you can visit their Discord channel and stay up-to-date with news, as well as visit their Twitch to view the
developers play with their followers! An active team talkin' to an active community? Now that sounds like a nice gig for me.
Thanks for readin', and I hope this review was helpful enough for ya. Have a great day, folks.. Combat is too easy, mostly just a
waiting game. That's all there is in the beginning, especially in the tutorial. By the way, I never could figure out how to capture
the dungeon heart in the tutorial, so I didn't even complete that part of the game! Too boring and kinda confusing at times. Don't
buy this game.. I was banned for speaking the truth.. It's a great game on the surface - played the original Pacman on Atari a
long time ago; but I can't recommend this port on PC unless you want to play it with the keyboard only which isn't as much fun
as a controller/joystick for this kind of game imho. Using a PS4 controller is really laggy which is unfortunate, meaning you
can't turn quickly or intuitively. Luckily you can play the levels you get to as many times as you wish once you've attempted
them once and bump up the number of lives you are initially given, but the number of times you will get caught by the ghosts
because of delayed controller input gets grating after a while!. First of all I have to say that this game does not get the credit it
deserves. I own the real board game Khet and the only difference in this khet is you can rotate the sorce of the lazer. Very good
game but its hard to find players online who want to play a quick game with you .There are a few who play games that each turn
can last 1-7 days, but whaiting that long is hella boring. Great game if you like chess or stratigy games in general.
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keyboard and mouse controlling the air fighters is a nightmare. And you cannot skip this part.. Looks fun, sucks♥♥♥♥♥ 3 / 10.
Bought this game due to good review. It couldn't start. Refund requested.. A fever dream in video game format.

10/10. nice work Gavra!!! you created a casual but yet a challenging game.

i found my self immersed in the game after getting my♥♥♥♥♥kicked a couple of times, just wanting to get more skills and
items to take revenge on the next rounds.
its nice to see a game that takes a comic approach and not getting too serious.
nice mechanics on the fighting and traps.
the mini game is also a nice addition.

all in all a great job! and i hope to see a multiplayer component / more game modes / and more items!!!

The Heart-Wrenching Tale of Android Love is Here With Minori's Trinoline!:

From minori, the creators of eden*, Supipara, and ef - a fairy tale of the two, comes a brand-new heart-wrenching, sci-fi tale of
an everlasting android faced with the mortality of mankind.

When tragedy leads to the advancement of science and the development of a sentient android indistinguishable from humans,
what does it mean to be human or android? Is it possible for man to love machine, or machine to love man? Is such a love even
real or nothing more than a series of numbers? Can there ever be a future where such love may flourish, or is it destined for
heartache?

Find out in Trinoline, available now on Steam! Order your copy today and be one of the first to enjoy this gorgeous, emotional
tale!. Stonehearth Desktop Tuesday: Voxel Slab Tool 2.0:
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Hey everyone, welcome to another Stonehearth Desktop Tuesday! Today, let’s talk about our next alpha’s tentpole feature, the
revised building system, and specifically it's new voxel slab tool! In addition, we will cover our new roof tool, room dependency,
and more!

Find it here: http://www.stonehearth.net/dt-slab-tool-2-0/. Small discounts list on our Games and Bundles! :):
Hello dear players! Today we have prepared for you small list of our games, which can be purchased with a good discount!

Games with discount:. Myha is GOLD and has been sent to all our KS backers:
���� MYHA: Return To The Lost Island is finished and has been sent to all our backers! Please check your email! ENJOY (it's a
great day for us, we're really excited! We hope you'll like it too) 

���� MYHA : Return To The Lost Island est terminé et a été envoyé à tous nos backers ! Veuillez vérifier vos courriels !
PROFITEZ-EN BIEN (c'est un grand jour pour nous, nous sommes vraiment excités ! On espère que vous aimerez aussi) 

LEARN MORE / EN SAVOIR PLUS. Update 1.2 is now LIVE!:
Hello players,

Today we’re ready to launch a pretty cool update to the game! After listening to the feedback of the community, we’ve
implemented some of the most requested features from the players in our game. In addition to this, we’ve also fixed some of the
most important bugs in the game.

Let’s get into the details!

New mini-games for the 1st night. [Notice] Welcome to the World of Lodoss Islands:
Hello, players of Record of Lodoss War Online.
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Thanks to your great interest and support, Record of Lodoss War Online launched in Steam today.

You will be able to enjoy Lodoss War Online in more diverse platforms from now on.

Please note that you will need to verify your email when you first connect to Lodoss War Online through Steam for email
account synchronization procedure.

Also, please understand that the verification mail can take some time to be delivered depending on your region.

The mail could also be considered as Spam mail in some cases, so please take a look at Spam mail box if the verification mail
does not arrive.

In cases where you already registerd your email address through Game&Game, please note that you will need to provide us with
a different email account for the process.

If you encounter any inconveniences or are in need of customer support, please visit our official facebook and leave us a
message so we can help you.

Official facebook: https://www.facebook.com/lodossglobal/

Thank you.. Upgrade 1.1: Fix some bugs:
1. Statues and column capitals now reflects well in high and normal graphic setting.

2. Fix an error that when player leave the information panel while it is changing photos, the next information will give the wrong
photo.

3. Fix a bug that information panel did not show in the Circus Maximums.. OFFICIAL RELEASE TRAILER FOR DEAD
EFFECT 2 IS OUT!:
After two years of hard work, gallons of coffee and more sleepless nights than we care to remember, we at BadFly Interactive
can finally say: Dead Effect 2 for PC is ready!

We're proud to present our official release trailer for PC and consoles. You can feast your eyes in preparation for the full
release on Steam later this week.

https://youtu.be/orH5WXWUsyk. R141 Is here!:
MPQ 141!
"Treading the line between light and dark"
Cozy up with your favorite Marvel teams in special events this holiday season!
Improved battle screen UI display and functionality.
Various bug fixes and character balance changes.
For full update notes (English) visit d3go.com.
Thank you for playing!
. Hotfix 1.02:
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Today’s hotfix addresses a number of quick fixes for reported bugs and localization issues. It also adds logging to help us track
down crashes. Your 21:9 support is here too!

We will continue to work on the top community issues that will take a bit more time to address (save games, AI, saving option
settings, art glitches, crashes, player movement and performance, etc.).

FYI - If you are experiencing crashes, please make sure your drivers are all up to date AND verify your files via steam.
Go to the game in your Library > RIGHT CLICK > Properties > local Files Tab > Verify Integrity of Game Files

You can see the entire list of today’s changes below.

Hotfix 1.02

 Russian text previously displayed missing text as blocks. This has been fixed.

 Subtitles were added in the intro sequence for certain languages (French, Chinese, etc).

 Partial French VO has been removed.

 Faction Influences have been adjusted so more is gained from Side Bounties and the total required to unite the factions
is lower.

 Item names and descriptions have been updated in Japanese.

 Additional monitor aspect ratio support added, like 21:9 (note that the UI may stretch in certain areas).

 Player spellbook entries are preserved between levels.

 Fixed issue where a pile of items incorrectly spawned at the start of some levels.
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 Player sound effects removed between loading screens.

 In-Game Language choice preserved between play sessions. (Note that the Graffiti on walls will remain in the original
language until you enter a new level).

 MAGIC FIST spell now visibly causes an impact reaction on enemies.

 Added more logging to help gather data on crash bugs
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